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In this paper methods are presented for obtaining parametric measures of information from the non-parametric ones and from information matrices. The
properties of these measures are examined. The one-dimensional parametric
measures which are derived from the non-parametric are superior to Fisher's information measure because they are free from regularity conditions. But if we impose
the regularity conditions of the Fisherian theory of information, these measures
become linear functions of Fisher's measure.

1. INTRODUCTION

Several functionals have been proposed in the literature as measures of
information and each definition enjoys certain axiomatic and/or heuristic
properties. A convenient way to differentiate among the various measures of
information is to classify them in the following three categories: parametric,
non-parametric and entropy-type measures of information.
Parametric measures of information measure the amount of information
supplied by the data about an unknown parameter O and are functions of O.
In this case the best known measure is Fisher's measure of information.
Non-parametric measures express the amount of information supplied by
the data for discriminating in favour of a distribution f l against another f2 or
measure the distance or affinity between f l and f2- The best known measure
of this type is the Kullback-Leibler measure.
Measures of entropy give the amount of information contained in a
distribution, that is, the amount of uncertainty concerning the outcome of an
experiment. The classical measures of this type are Shannon's and Rbnyi's.
The measures of information proposed in the literature have various
properties which establish their applicability in various sciences. The importance of an amount which has been proposed or can be proposed as a
measure of information emanates from these properties. Many properties
have appeared in the literature in various contexts. If I is a measure of information of whatsoever category, X a r.v. and T(X) a measurable transformation of X (statistic), then the main properties of I are summarized as
follows:
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(1) Non-negativity: I x >/O.
(2) Additivity:
Ix,v = Ix + I r ,

Ix,r = Ix + Irmx,

Ix,y ~ Ix + I r .

(weak if Y ind Y)

(strong)

(subadditivity)

(3) Conditional inequality: I v >~Ivmx.
(4) Maximal information: I x >~Ir~x).
(5) Invariance under sufficient transformations: Ix=Ir~x~ iff T(X) is a
sufficient statistic.
(6) Convexity: Let a I + a z = 1, a 1, a 2 >/0 and f l , f 2 pdf's, then
I x ( a l f l + azf2) ~ a l l x ( f l ) + aflx(f2).
(7) Loss of information: Let G be the set of all partitions g of R k and Ig
the measure of information of the r.v. g, then SUpgza Ig = I x.
(8) If the experiment fix is sufficient for the experiment fir according to
Blackwell's definition with the same parameter space O, then I x >/I r.
The construction of measures of information is not an easy problem.
Ideally one would like to find measures of information which satisfy all of
the previous properties for any family of probability distributions. Such
measures do not exist. So one has to be less demanding and require the
fulfillment of as many properties as possible. The non-negativity, maximal
information and invariance under sufficient transformations properties
constitute a minimum set of properties to be required of a measure of information. Thus our target is the determination of amounts which satisfy these
three properties. Then we examine the fulfillment of other properties as well.
In this paper methods are presented for obtaining parametric measures of
information by two ways. First, new one-dimensional parametric measures of
information are derived from general information matrices. The case of
Fisher's information matrix is examined separately (Section 2). Second new
parametric measures are derived from the non-parametric ones by either
taking the limit off1 to f2 or by using special parametric transformations
(Section 3). The relationship of these new measures of information with
Fisher's classical measure is examined in Section 4. The results lead us to
make the conjecture that if certain regularity conditions are satisfied Fisher's
measure of information is unique up to a constant. Finally, in Section 5 we
discuss the behaviour of our parametric measures of information with respect
to the Cram6r-Rao bounds.
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2. O N E - D I M E N S I O N A L PARAMETRIC M E A S U R E S
FROM INFORMATION MATRICES

Parametric measures of information refer to parametric families ~ ' =
O} of probability measures on a measurable space ( S g ~ , J )
dominated by a finite or a-finite measure ~. The parameter space 0 can
either be an open subset of the real line or an open subset of the kdimensional Euclidean space R k. Let also f(x,O)=dPo/d/u. The pure
parametric measures of information are the measures of

{Po, O~

Fisher (1925):

IF(o) = E o

1ogf(X, 0)

]2
,

if

E°[~--~il°gf(X'O)~-~gl°gf(X'O)l

=

kxk'
if

where II

IIk×kdenotes

0 univariate,

0 k-variate,

a k X k matrix and, for 0 univariate, the measures of

Vajda (1973):IV(0)=

Mathai (1967): IxM"t(0)

Eo

~ l o g f ( X , 0) ~,

a~l,

[Eo -~logf(X,O)

a~>l,
s ] s-I

1 <s<oc.

If 0 is k-variate Fisher's information matrix is the only parametric measure
of information available for this case. Its diagonal elements are Fisher's
univariate measures of information about a single parameter given the values
of all other nuisance parameters. There is no simple information theoretic
interpretation for the off-diagonal elements of this matrix. It seems awkward
to measure information about a k-variate parameter by means of a k × k
matrix, some elements of which have no information connotation. Thus it is
desirable to measure information by a single quantity.
For the remaining part of this section 0 will be k-variate. In general, by
the term information matrix we shall mean a parametric measure of information, which for every 0 E O is a k × k positive semidefinite real symmetric
matrix which satisfies the property Ix(O) >/Ir(O ) for every statistic T(X) and
every 0 ~ O with equality iff T(X) is sufficient for 0. Throughout this paper
the matrix inequality A >~ B will mean that the matrix A-B is positive
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semidefinite. Information matrices provide a way to construct new one~
dimensional measures of information by considering special functions of
their eigenvalues. The methodology is based on the following theorems.

Let J - = {Ix(O), 0 ~ O} be a set of information matrices
about a k-variate parameter O. Then a real-valued function f[Ix(O)] defined
on J" is non-negative {f[Ix(O)] >/0 for every O@ O} and satisfies the
maximal property {f[Ix(O)] ~f[Ir(x)(O)] for every statistic T and for every
0 E 6) } if the function f [Ix(O)] is a function of the eigenvalues of I x(O) which
is strictly increasing in each argument, with f(O)---O, where 0 is the null
matrix.
THEOREM 2.1.

A converse of the above theorem is the following.
THEOREM 2.2, Let J = {Ix(O), 0 E O} be a set of information matrices
about a k-variate parameter O. I f a real-valued function f[Ix(O)] defined on
J is non-negative {f[Ix(O)] >/0 for every O E 0}, satisfies the maximal
property {f[Ix(O)] >if lit(O)] for every statistic T} and is invariant under
orthogonal transformations {f[PQx(O)P] =f[/x(0)] for any orthogonal
matrix P}, then f[Ix(O)] is identical to some function of the eigenvalues of
Ix(O), which is strictly increasing in each argument.

Proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. The proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 is
based on the following lemma of Okamoto and Kanazawa ~(1968).
LEMMA. Let c~ be the set of all positive semidefinite real symmmetric
matrices and 21(A ) >/22(A ) >~ ..- ~ 2k(A ) be the eigenvalues of A E c~. Then
a real-valued function f ( A ) defined on ~ is

strictly increasing [f(A) >f(B), ifA > B] and
(ii) invariant under orthogonal transformations [f(Pg-AP) = f ( A ) for
any orthogonal matrix P]
(i)

iff f(A) is identical to some function g(21(A) ..... 2k(A)) of the eigenvalues of
A, which is strictly increasing in each argument.
For Theorem 2.1 we have that f(Ix(O)) satisfies the assumptions of the
inverse part of the above lemma. Therefore f[Ix(O)] >f[Ir(O)] if /x(0) >
It(0). This, however, is true because Ix(O) is an information matrix. If T is
sufficient for 0, Ix-----Ir and hence f[Ix(O)] =flit(O)]. This proves the
maximal property. The non-negativity property is valid, since f[Ix(O)] is
strictly increasing, Ix(O) ~ 0 and f(0) = 0.
The proof of Theorem 2.2 follows easily from the above lemma.
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2.1. Applications
Let Ix(O ) = If(O) be Fisher's information matrix and 0 = (01 ..... Ok). Let
the following regularity conditions be satisfied:

A. f(x, O) > O for a l l x E ~ , 0 C O ;
B.

~-~ff-f(x, O) exists for all x ~ ~ , all 0 E O and all i (i = 1..... k);
G'IJ i.

C.

for any A E d , ~

f(x, O) dp =

c~Oi

dp for all 0 ~ O

and all i.
Let also similar regularity conditions be satisfied for the density of T(X).
These conditions will be referred to below as regularity conditions of Fisher's
information measure. The following theorem supplements Theorem 2.2 for
Fisher's information matrix.
THEOREM 2.3. Let f[IVx(O)] be a real-valued function of Fisher's information matrix. I f f [IV(O)] is non-negative If[fix(O)] ~>0}, satisfies the
maximal property {f[IVx(O)] )f[ffr(O)]} and is invariant under orthogonaI
transformations of 0 {f[IxV(0)] =f[IVx(O)], where 0 = PO, P any orthogonal
matrix}, then the f[IV(O)] is identical to some function of the eigenvalues of
fix(O), which is strictly increasing in each argument.

Proof Let ¢ = PO be a linear orthogonal transformation of 0, where 0 =
(01,02 ..... Ok), ¢ = (01,02 ..... ~k) and P an orthogonal matrix of order k. It is
known that

1 (0) = AZ (O) A
where 0 = g(O) is a parametric function of 0 and A = ]fc3g/8~t[kxk (cf. Fisher,
1956). Here A = P Q Therefore
f [IxV(¢)l = f [PQVx(O)P] = f [IV(O)].
The proof now follows on account of Theorem 2.2.
Now we apply the previous theory and obtain new one-dimensional
parametric measures of information as byproducts of Fisher's information
matrix.

a. The measure I*(O) = tr[IxV(0)]. Let 2i(0), i = 1, 2,..., k, be the eigenvalues of Fisher's information matrix IV(O). Then
k

I*(O) = tr[IV(0)] = ~" 2,(0)
i=1
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is a strictly increasing function for every eigenvalue and

v
V
Ix(O),
IT(O),
IFx(O)--

IF(o) C J-. Thus, by Theorem 2.1, we have
I*(O) >~O,

I*(O) >~I*(0)

for every 0 C O.

Also I*(O)= I*(0) for every 0 ~ O iff T sufficient for 0. At this point we
remark that tr[IxF(0)] = t r [ I F ( 0 ) ] for every 0 E O implies IV(O)=I~(0) for
every 0 E O, which is not true for every function of matrices. Also I*(0) = 0
for every 0 ~ O iff f(x, O) does not depend on 0. Again this is not true for
every function of IF(o).

b. The measure Ox(O ) = det[IF(0)].

It is known that
k

Dx(O) = det[IxV(0)l = ~ 2i(0),
i-1

which is a strictly increasing function for every eigenvalue. Then on account
of Theorem 2.1 we have Dx(O ) >1O, Dx(O ) >~Dr(O ) for every 0 E o. It is
clear that Dx(O ) = D r ( 0 ) if T sufficient for 0. In general the converse is not
true. Also Dx(O ) = 0 if f (x, 0) does not depend on 0. The converse again is
not always true.

c. The measure 2~(0)=2i[IxF(0)]. Every eigenvalue of Fisher's inforIFx(O) is a satisfactory measure of information. Let 41 [I~(0)] >~

mation matrix

22[Ix~(0)] >/--./> 2k[Fx(O)] and 21 [I~(0)]/> 2z[Fr(O)] >1 ". >>.2k[I~(O)]

be the
eigenvalues of the matrices IVx(O) and IFr(o), respectively. In this case
f[IFx(O)] = 2 ~ ( 0 ) is a strictly increasing function of 2~c(0) and thus by
Theorem 2.1 we have 2~(0)/> 0 and 2ix(0)/> 2~r(0) for every 0 C O. It is clear
that 2~(0) = 2it(0) for every 0 C O if T sufficient for 0. The converse is not in
general true because the eigenvalues of a matrix do not uniquely determine
the matrix. Also if f (x, 0) does not depend on 0, then 2/x(0)= 0. Evidently
the converse is not true. For i = 1 we have the relation

x~,~(0) ~ ~(0) + 2~(0),
where X, Y are independent. For i 4~ 1 the above relation does not hold. A
counter example is given by the bivariate normal distribution with only two
unknown parameters: ax and/~r.

d. The measure Ax(O ) =- 2w[IF(0)] = Z ~ Wi2i[IF(O)], Wi > 0. Here, as
above, on account of Theorem 2.1, we have Ax(O ) >/0 and Ax(O ) >1A r(0) for
every 0 ~ O. Evidently Ax(O ) =AT(O ) for every 0 E O if T sufficient for 0.
The inverse is not true as in case c above. Similarly for the relation
Ax(O) = O.
The information measures given in a, b, c, d above satisfy additional infor-
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marion theoretic properties as follows: additivity (weak and strong) for I*,
loss of information due to groupings for I*, Dx, 2ix, Ax, convexity for I*, 2ix
(if i = 1) and information inequality for sufficient experiments according to
Blackwell's definition (property 8 of Section 1) for I*, Dx(O), 2~ and A v.
Proofs and details can be found in Ferentinos and Papaioannou (1979,
1982), Goel and DeGroot (1979) and Papaioannou and Kempthorne (1971).

3.

PARAMETRIC MEASURES FROM NoN-PARAMETRIC

The parametric measures of information of Section 2 (Fisher, Mathai,
Vajda, Boekee and trace, eigenvalues, determinant of Fisher's information
matrix, etc.) are applicable to regular families of probability distributions,
i.e., to families for which conditions A, B and C of Section 2.1 hold. In this
section our target is to construct parametric measures of information from
the non-parametric which are applicable to broader families of probability
measures including the non-regular ones. The parameter 0 is assumed to be
univariate.
Non-parametric measures of information refer to any family of probability
measures Pi <~/a with f~ = dPi/d/a. For the remaining part of the paper any
integration with respect to/a will always be understood to be over the whole
space ~". The main non-parametric measures of information are the
measures of
Kullback-Leibler (1951): /KL
x (f~ ,f2) = j fl log(f~/f2) d/a,
R~nyi (1961): 1R(fl ,fz) ----- 1
a-1

loglj f l f<*
2 ~-<~ d/a, a > 0 ,

Csiszfir (1963): IC ( f l , f 2) = J'f 20(f l/f z) d/a,

Kagan (1963): I~a(f~,i~)=

J" 1 -./,1

a4:l,

¢i convex function,

s,+,
i/2

Matusita (1967): IM(fl,f2)= [J" (fi/2 - f~/2)2 d/a]

Vajda(1973):Iv(z,f2)=J 1-~f 2 ° f,@,

a~>l.

Let J / b e a parametric family of probability measures and O be an open
subset of the real line. Let also lx(fo,fo+ao) be a non-parametric measure of
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information for the densities fo,fo+ao. There are two methods of
constructing parametric measures of information from the non-parametric:

Method A.
•

.

1

Ix(O ) = h m m f ,-7-Txw~,21x[f(x,O),f(x, 0 + AO)].
zIO--*O ~ZAU)

This method has been successfully employed with some non-parametric
measures of information, such as Kagan's I~a(f 1,f2) and Csisz/tr's IC(fl ,f2)
(cf. Kagan, 1963; Vajda, !973; Aggarw/fl, 1974; and Boekee, 1979).
These measures yield parametric measures of information which enjoy
several of the properties of Section 1. In general they are applicable to larger
families of probability distributions than Fisher's measure.
Similar success is attained using R6nyi's IR(ft,f2) no,-oarametric
measure of information•
DEFINITION 3.1• R6nyi's parametric measure of information about 0
contained in X is defined as
l~(0)=liminf
A0~0

1

1

(AO) z a-- 1

log (J [f(x, O)l~[f(x, O + AO)ll-~ dp,

a>O, a:#l.
This measure has the following properties:
(i)

if

a=--,

1

1
1
--+--=l,

P

P

then

q

where IBx(O) is the parametric measure of information obtained by Method A
from the generalized Bhattacharyya measure
IxB(fi ,)rE) = --log J" f l / v f 1/~ da
(cf. Papaioannou and Kempthorne, 1971).
(ii)

lim Ix(O
R )
t~ --* 1

=

I xKL(0),

where I~L(o) is the parametric measure of information obtained by
Method A from the Kullback-Leibler measure I xK L (f~,f2). IxKL(0) is
applicable to families of probability distributions for which Po ~ Po+ao for
every 0 @ O.
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I~(0) satisfies many of the properties of Section 1, such as non-negativity,
weak additivity, maximal information, invariance, loss of information and
information inequality in sufficient experiments according to Blackwell's
definition. These properties follow from the corresponding properties of
I~(fl,f2 ) (cf. R6nyi, 1961, 1970; and Ferentinos and Papaioannou, 1982).
I~(O) is applicable to broad families of probability measures including the
non-regular ones, since for 0 < a < 1 all of its properties require no
regularity conditions. If a > 1 we must have Po ~ Po+ao for every 0 C O. In
comparison with I~e(o), I~c(O) is applicable to larger families of probability
distributions for 0 < a < 1. For example, the latter is applicable to the
uniform family of distributions over (0 - 1, 0 + 1), 0 > 0 while the former
fails.
Method B. Let k(O) be a one-to-one transformation of the parameter
space O onto itself with k(O) ~ O. The quantity
/x[O, k(O)] = / x [ f ( x ,

O),f(x, k(O))]

can be considered as a parametric measure of information based on k(O).
This method has been successfully employed with the Kullback-Leibler and
the generalized Bhattaeharya non-parametric measures of information (cf.
Papaioannou and Kempthorne, 1971). For the former measure the mild
condition Po "~ Pk(o) for every 0 C O is also required. The latter measure is
free of regularity conditions. These measures yield parametric measures of
information which enjoy the following properties: non-negativity, weak and
strong additivity for the Kullback-Leibler measure and weak additivity for
the Bhattacharya measure, maximal information, invariance, loss of information and invariance under parametric transformations (cf. Papaioannou
and Kempthorne, 1971; Kale, 1964; Ferentinos and Papaioannou, 1979).
In a similar manner we have the following definition.
DEFINITION 3.2. The modified R6nyi and Csisz/lr measures of information about 0 contained in X and based on k(O) are, respectively,

I}[O,k(O)]-

a

1

1

log J [f(x, O)]~[f(x,k(O))] ~-~ dp,

IC[O, k(O)] = f f(x, 0)~o \(S("'
f(x,k(e)).]
O) ]

a>O,a#l,

d..

In the following I~L[0, k(0)], l~a[o, k(0)], /xM[0,k(0)], if[O, k(0)],
I~[0, k(0)] will refer to the parametric measures of information obtained by
Method B from the non-parametric measures of Kullback-Leibler, Kagan,
Matusita, Vajda and Bhattacharya, respectively.
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IC[O, k(0)]

The measures
(i)

I f ~o(u) = u l o g u

and

IRx[O,k(0)]

then

IC[O, k(0)] =
(ii)

have the following properties:

!KL[0, k(0)l;

if ~0(u) = (1 -- u) 2 then

IC[O, k(O)] = I~ca[O,k(0)];
(iii)

if ~0(u) = (1 -- V/U)2 then

IC[O, k(0)] = JIM[O,k(0)112;
(iv)

i f q ~ ( u ) = l l - u [ 4 , a / > l , then

IC[O, k(0)] = IV[O, k(0)];
(v)

lim
a~l

and substituting a =

liP

I~x[O,k(0)] = IKxL[O,k(0)]

in R6nyi's measure of information we obtain

I~[0, k(0)] = qI~[O, k(0)].
On account of the properties of the non-parametric measures of Csiszfir
and R6nyi, IC[O,k(O)] and IR[O,k(O)] satisfy many of the properties of
Section 1, such as maximal information, loss of information due to
groupings, invariance and information inequality for sufficient experiments
according to Blackwell's definition. In addition, IxR[0, k(0)] satisfies the nonnegativity and weak additivity properties (cf. Csiszfir, 1963, 1967; R6nyi,
1961, 1970; and Ferentinos and Papaioannou, 1982). The measures
IC[O, k(0)] and I~[O, k(0)] are applicable to broad families of probability
distributions including the non-regular ones, since their properties require no
regularity conditions.

4. RELATIONSHIP WITH FISHER'S MEASURE OF INFORMATION
In this section we relate R6nyi's parametric measure I~(O) to Fisher's
information measure fix(O). Similar results can be derived from the work of
Aggarwfil (1974) for the Kullback-Leibler, Kagan and Matusita parametric
measures of information. In particular, if certain regularity conditions are
satisfied and 0 is univariate, we have
=

v'Ao),

(o)

=

I#(o) =
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(cE Aggarwfil, 1974; Boekee, 1979). We consider first the case of 0 being
univariate.
THEOREM 4.1. Let 0 be univariate and the regularity conditions of
Fisher's information measure be satisfied. Also suppose that
f [(a2/a02)f(x, 0)[ d/a < oo for all 0 C 0 and that the third partial derivative
off(x, O) with respect to t? exists for all t~ E 0 and for all x C Jg~. Then
Iax(0)= T~~ 5 ( 0 ) .

Proof A Taylor series expansion of If(x, 0 + AO)] ~-~ with respect to
the argument 0 Jr dO and around the point 0 yields
[f(x, 0 +/t0)] 1 - ° ~

[f(x,

=

0)] 1-°~ ~- A0(1

1

--

a)[f(x, O)]-~ ~--~f(x, O)

2

(~2

+ T (dO) (1 - a)[f(x, 0)]-~ }--~f(x, O)
1

+ ~- (A0) 2 a(a -- 1)[f(x, 0)] 1-~

]2
Multiplying both sides by [f(x, 0)]% integrating over ~g~ and interchanging
the integration and the partial differentiation signs, we have

f [f(x, O)]~[f(x, O+AO)]'-~d/.t= 1 4

a ( a - 1)

( d 0 ) 2 I ~ ( 0 ) q- 0 ( A 0 ) 3 .

By the definition of lax(O) we have

IRx(O) = lira

1

ao-,o (d0) 2 a

- "(~ - 11-)t~(0)

2(aa

F

)

= T ~,(0).

1 l l ° g [1 +

~(a-1)

(zo);z~(o)+o(~o) ' ]
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COROLLARY 4.1.
1

~(0) -- ~ i~(0),
KL

I x (0) =

1
-~-IS(O).
F

N o w let 0 be k-variate. In this case the non-parametric measures of information produce interesting parametric matrices by means of Method A.
These matrices are not in general information matrices except in the case of
Kagan's measure of information and for regular families of probability
distributions. There are easily constructed counterexamples which prove the
previous assertion. K a g a n ' s case is covered in Theorem 4.2 below. N o w we
give the following definition.
DEFINITION 4.1. Let O E R k and 0 : ( 0 1 ..... Ok) , O+t~el,...,O+tke k be
points in O, where tl, t 2 ..... t k are k scalars and el ,..., ek are the unit vectors
(1,0,...,0) ..... (0 ..... 0, 1), respectively. Then R6nyi's parametric matrix is
defined by the quantity
Rx(O) =

I[R~ll~×k,

where

Rij = lim inf - -1 - -1 log
Itl~o tit ~ a
1

f

[f(x, 0)] ~

ti=tj

X [f(x, 0 + tiei)f(x, 0 + taei)] (1-~)/2 dlt,

a >O, a 4 : 1,

and t = (t 1..... t~). K a g a n ' s parametric matrix is defined by
KAO) =

LIK,jll~,~,

where
Kij --- lim inf
Itl~0

x[1

1

t itJ f

[

I

f(x,O+tiei) ]
f(x, O)

f(x, 0 + tjej) ]
f(x, O)
f(x, O) d#.

THEOREM 4.2. Let the regularity conditions of Fisher's information
measure be satisfied for 0 k-variate and, in addition, suppose that
f [(c°2/c90i OOj)f(x, 0)l dp < c~ for all 0 E 0 and i,j = 1, 2 ..... k and the third
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partial derivative off(x, O) with respect to 0 exists for all 0 E 0 and for all
x E~g-. Then

(i)

Rx(O)= (a

-

1)I~(8) +

4

(a + 1)

--T-

[dx(O) +J~(O)],

where
!Ill

Jx(O)=

Ill

111

122i I22:
ulkk

Ikk

122:
...

Ikk

with Iii = I~(0) = E[B/BOi logf(x, 8)] 2,
(ii)

Kx(O ) = I~(O).

Proof A Taylor series expansion of [f(x, 0 + taea)] ~1-~)/2 with respect
to the argument 0a + t a and around the point 0a yields
[f(x, 0 + taea)] ~'-=)/2

O - a ) [f(x, 0)]_~,+~,2 c~O-----£f(x,
0
= [f(x, 0)1 ~'-~'/2 + ta -----f--8)

2
1

2 (1 -- a )

+ -~- t a ~

0 2 ,","
[f(x, O~jj] --(1 +a)/2 ~2aJtX,
8) + 0(ta) 3.

Multiplying both sides of the above relationship for 2 = i and 2 = j by
[f(x, 0)] '~, integrating over ~ " and interchanging the integration and the
partial differentiation signs, after some algebra we obtain
--

(a+

Ru -- ~ 4 ~ ( a1) I~(O) + ~

1)

[IV(P) +IV(P)].

Thus
Rx(O ) = (a -41 ) 1~(0) + ---g--(a+l)

[S,,(O) + S;(O)].

The proof of (ii) follows by a similar argument.
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COROLLARY 4.2.

tr[Rx(O)] = ~a- tr [I~.(0)]
V
= 21,(0).
Similar relationships can be derived for the parametric matrices generated
by the other non-parametric measures of information.
The previous results lead us to the following conjecture. The onedimensional parametric measures of information which are derived from the
non-parametric are defined without any regularity conditions. If we impose
the regularity conditions of Fisher's measure of information these measures
become linear functions of IFx(O). This provides evidence to conjecture that, if
we require the information about 0 contained in the data from regular
families of distributions to enjoy certain properties and axioms (nonnegativity, maximal information and invariance), the quantity IF(O) is unique
up to a positive constant. This is analogous to Shannon's entropy.

5. RELATIONSHIP WITH CRAMI~R-RAo BOUNDS

Parametric measures of information play an important role in Cram&Rao inequalities. The classical example is given by Fisher's measure of information, which appears in the lower bound on the variance of unbiased
estimators. In this section we discuss the behaviour of our parametric
measures of information with respect to the Cram4r-Rao bounds.
Let 6/be univariate and {f(x, 0), 0 ~ 6/} be a regular family of probability
distributions, i.e., a family for which conditions A, B and C of Section 2.1
are satisfied. The parametric measures of information obtained from the nonparametric by Method A of Section 3 are related with Fisher's measure of
information as it was established in Section 4 of this paper. Thus they appear
in Cram~r-Rao type inequalities as, for instance,

E [T(X) -- g(0)] 2/>

a [ g'(0)] 2
2

provided that the following additional regularity conditions are satisfied:

D. 0 < IF(O) < oo for all 0 E O;
E. f T(x)f(x, O)dla is finite and can be differentiated under the integral
sign with respect to 0, where T(X) is an unbiased estimator of the parametric
function g(O) (cf. Wijsman, 1973). If regularity conditions A, B, C, D and E
are not satisfied the behaviour of our parametric measures of information
with respect to lower bounds for the variance of unbiased estimators is an
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open problem except for Kagan's measure IX~a(0). For this measure the
following analog of Cram6r-Rao inequality holds:
E[T(X) -- g(O)] 2 >

[g'(O)]~
Ix~a(0)

(cf. Kagan, 1963).
Now let 0 be a k-variate parameter and G(O) = (gl(0) ..... gr(O)) be a vector
valued function on O such that the matrix of partial derivatives A(O)=
II~gi(O)/~OilI exists for all 0 E O. If T(X) is an unbiased estimator of G(O)
and Z' r is its variance-covariance matrix, the generalized Cram~r-Rao
inequality is

z,. >

-1

(0y,

provided that conditions analogous to those for the univariate case are
satisfied (cf. Zacks, 1971). This inequality yields the following inequalities
for the trace, the determinant (generalized variance) and the largest eigenvalue of Z'T:
tr(Zr) )

tr{A(O)[ffx(O)] -i A(0)~},

{det[A(tg)] }2
det(Xr) ~> det fix(O)

if

det[A(0)] ¢ O,

4,(zT) > 4,
The second of these inequalities provides a Cram~r-Rao-type inequality for
the determinant of I~(0).
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